
LEVEL 5 LEARNING FROM HOME Week 8
Friday 4th June - Thursday 10th June

Hello Level 5 learners!

In this document you will find your learning for the Learning from Home period. Although we have not scheduled
any brain breaks, we encourage you to strongly give yourself breaks in-line with recess and lunch as routine is

important.

We wish you all the best with your learning journey and we know that you will try your best during this time!

Ms Krsteska, Ms Singh, Mr Joyce, Ms Liburti, Ms Graham.





FRIDAY

READING
LI: To explore the purpose of think tracks when reading towards my goal

SC: Identify the structure of think track
Describe what my CAFE goal means to me
Analyse strategies that will help me achieve my goal
Generate evidence towards my goal

Think tracks are here to help us build new thinking and make connections in our brain.

Think about three key elements you need to include in your think tracks
1.  Example from the book your reading
2. Explain how this connects to your goal
3. Creating your own example you can transfer into writing.



Organise your think tracks in an ORDERLY way and track evidence towards your goal.
Read for at least 20 minutes and post your learning on seesaw with your reflection.

Reflection:

What did I do differently today while tracking my thinking?

SUSTAINED WRITING

LI: To apply personification in my writing through the lens of nature
Identify an inspiring object in nature.
Describe features of this object using personification
Apply personification within my writing
Generate an emotion in my audience based on strategic use of words.

Mini lesson:
As an investigator like the child in this picture, go on a scavenger hunt outdoors. Either on your family walk, backyard or general exercise time.
Find objects in nature and take a picture of it or bring it home as your ‘seed’ or inspiration for writing!



Task:

Apply personification to the object you have selected and write for 35 minutes!

Here is an example to spark your thinking;

As deep thinking writers, aim to have at least 3-4 paragraphs in your sustained writing time.

Reflection:
Which sentence am I most proud of in my writing and why?

MATHS
LI: To explore different related fractions
SC:
Identify fractions that are connected.
Describe why these fractions are connected.



Analyse a shape for related fractions.
Reflect on how related fractions can be represented using shapes.

Learning:
Analyse these fractions. How are they connected? Pay attention to the numerators and denominators.

In the below image, we separated the entire shape into individual triangles. This gave us nine triangles. As a result, we have ended up with nine
parts meaning we are working with ninths. We then proceed to draw the trapeziums on the same whole. We realised that one trapezium requires
three triangles. Therefore, the new drawing represents thirds, as there are three trapeziums within the whole shape.



Extending prompt: If the shape was made out of 2 trapeziums and 2 triangles and had a value of 1, what fractions could you make?

Your task:

This shape is worth 1 (whole).
How many different fractions can you create by shading in different parts of the diagram?
What do all these fractions have in common?



This shape is worth 1 (whole). Using either the hexagon or trapeziums or both, what different fractions of the whole shape can you make?

Reflection:
How has applying related fractions to shapes built your understanding?
What SURF strategy have you used while undertaking this task?
Can you identify any real life contexts where related fractions might exist?

INQUIRY

LI: To revisit the concepts of energy and electricity.
SC:
Identify what energy is used for.
Describe the different types of energy.
Make connections between kinetic energy and movement.
Reflect on your use of kinetic energy.



Rewatch the following link that explains the kinds of energy to remind yourself what it is.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q0LBegPWzrg

Draw an image of a swing, showing the potential energy and the kinetic energy. (Hint: think back to when you drew a rollercoaster in class).

What are 3 things around your house or backyard that have energy and explain the type of energy. Write down how you know what type of energy
this is.

Reflection: Which kind of energy do you think humans use the least?
Explain your thinking in a short paragraph (2-3 sentences).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q0LBegPWzrg


YCDI
LI: To explore the impact exercise has on our mental health
SC:
Identify how exercise and our mental health connect
Describe how this activity affects your emotions
Compare and contrast emotions before, during and after exercising
Reflect on the importance of exercising

Last year, Level 5 learnt the importance of exercise. Today you will be watching a video to learn how exercise helps you.
https://youtu.be/8euSnTE3ivE

What exercise will you complete for 30 minutes each day? Track this in a table, your exercise might change each day depending on the weather and
availability of your family members. Track how you feel before and after exercising for the week.
Examples: walk with your family, soccer with your sibling, just dance videos

FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

EXERCISE &
FEELINGS

Reflection:
What did you notice about how you felt in the morning compared to the afternoon?

https://youtu.be/8euSnTE3ivE




MONDAY

READING
LI: To compare and contrast two types of information texts, a creative information text and an infographic

SC:
Identify different types of information texts.
Describe the element of creativity in them.
Compare and contrast different information texts.
Reflect on which structure you would like to use for your text.

Learning
Remember the pages we read about bees from the book called The World of Bees? This is an example of a creative information text. Facts are
presented in interesting and creative ways. Here are some of the pages we read to refresh your memory:



Another type of information text is an infographic. Watch the below video to help you understand what an infographic is:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zvmDi82xEMc

Learning Task:
Your task is to compare and contrast two different information pieces.

1. Click on the link below link and read along to the creative information book Are You a Snail?
https://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/btlc10.ela.early.snail/are-you-a-snail/

2. Next, read the infographic text, “Deforestation” below:
3. You will now compare and contrast the two different types of information texts you have just read.

4. Some words and phrases you can use to compare include: like, some, both, the same as, as well as, in common and similarly. Choose one of the
above words and phrases to write a comparative sentence about two similar things.

5. Some words and phrases you can use to contrast include: although, however, differ, even though, unlike, but, instead, yet, whereas and while.
Choose one of the above words or phrases to write a contrasting sentence about two different things.

Reflection: Why text type do you prefer and why?

WRITING
LI: To explore the different types of information reports I can use for my text.
SC:
Identify different types of creative information reports.
Describe which type would fit my idea the best.
Apply my thinking to the information report type.



Create a visual representation of my information report.

Learning:
At the moment, you have explored your passions and have decided on a topic you would like to write about! This time is going to be used to
transfer your understanding of different ways to represent your information using CREATIVITY!
The four options, we’re going to explore are;

- News Anchor! (Deep thinking learners definitely take a risk and try this!
- Written book (like the book on Bees)
- Creative article
- Infographic (using Cava)

Task:
- Once you have selected the way you would like to present your information, you’re going to use this time to plan your paragraphs and

conclusion. Remember, we focussed on building engagement throughout our piece of learning! This is just an example however you don’t
need to plan using this.



Reflection
What strategies did I use to keep my audience engaged in my informative text?

MATHS
LI: To understand the process of fraction division through pictorial strategies.

SC:
Identify the rule for dividing fractions.
Describe how to implement the rule.
Explain the mathematical thinking behind the rule.
Reflect on your understanding.

This lesson looks at fraction division. If you experienced a productive struggle with fraction subtraction or multiplication, we encourage you to
revisit that concept before moving on to division.

Using the following fractions, ⅗ and  ½ how many different equations can you come up and solve with using the Four Operations?

Adding Fractions: Adding fractions with unlike denominators (video)
Subtracting Fractions: Subtracting fractions with unlike denominators introduction
Multiplying Fractions: Intro to multiplying 2 fractions (video)

Division Learning:

When dividing fractions by each other, we actually multiply the reciprocal of the second fraction. Hint: Define reciprocal if unsure of the
meaning.

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-fifth-grade-math/imp-fractions-3/imp-adding-and-subtracting-fractions-with-unlike-denominators/v/adding-small-fractions-with-unlike-denominators
https://youtu.be/SMshimc16LM
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/arithmetic/fraction-arithmetic/arith-review-multiply-fractions/v/multiplying-a-fraction-by-a-fraction


The following example shows this rule:

Your task is to prove why this rule works when dividing fractions. Create a pictorial example that supports your reasoning.

Once you have spent an appropriate amount of time proving the mathematical thinking of this idea, watch the following video and adjust your
learning if it needs it.
Dividing fractions: 3/5 ÷ 1/2 (video).

Reflection:
Evaluate your thinking against the video. Were you on the right track? Has your thinking shifted? Has your thinking deepened?
Write down your reflection.

INQUIRY
LI: To understand how energy is consumed in a home setting
SC:
Identify where energy is used at home
Describe how energy is consumed
Compare and contrast the amounts of energy used throughout the home
Reflect on sustainable changes I can make towards my energy consumption

Energy is used all the time. Today, you will be investigating how you use it at home.
Ask your parents for a copy of your home’s energy bill - if you can not get access to this, you can use the picture to help you.

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-sixth-grade-math/cc-6th-arithmetic-operations/cc-6th-dividing-fractions/v/dividing-fractions-example#:~:text=Dividing%20two%20fractions%20is%20the,Then%2C%20multiply%20the%20two%20denominators


1. Using the bill, write down 3 things you find interesting or surprising.
2. In your books or on a Google Drive document, draw the following table to track the amount of energy that is currently being used in your

home and the cost it takes to run throughout the day. You may research how much it costs by going to google.



Item Time Frame Being Used Cost

Kettle 3 minutes 5 cents x 3 times = 15 cents

Lights in the kitchen 2 hours 75 cents per hour x 2 hours -
$1.50

Lights in the study 8 hours 75 cents per hour x 8 hours -
$6.00

Reflection:
What sustainable changes can I make towards my energy consumption at home?

YCDI
LI: To explore the impact a balanced diet has on our mental health
SC:



Identify how food and our mental health connect
Describe how certain foods affect your emotions
Compare and contrast emotions before, during and after eating
Reflect on the importance of a balanced diet

Food can impact the way we feel. When we eat too many sugary foods, we feel heavy, dull and tired. Having a balanced, nutritious diet is
important. It’s all about moderation. Each day, you should ensure you are eating fruits, vegetables, protein and dairy. A treat is fine, provided you
don’t overeat the treat.

Watch the following video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lEXBxijQREo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lEXBxijQREo


As well as tracking your exercising, you will track what you eat each day for the rest of the week.

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

EXERCISE & FEELINGS

FOOD

Reflection:
What did you notice about your feelings throughout the day?



TUESDAY

READING
LI: To reflect on my think tracks and growth in achieving my goal
SC:
Identify the success displayed in my think tracks
Describe the most effective way to track thinking in the future
Generate FB/FF for my think tracks.
Reflect on my goal progression

Learning:
Yesterday, we explored the purpose of think tracks. Thinking back to this learning, if you had to give your think tracks a numerical scale from 1
(surface) to 5 (deep consolidation) where you would place yourself and why?

Task:

Take a screenshot of your thinking tracks and annotate how you would improve them in the future?
When you read through them today, did they seem clear to you? Could your thinking be followed by someone else? If not, why is that the case?
How will you improve this in next week’s learning?
Here is an example of what your annotation could look like:



Reflection:

What is 1 specific action I will take to move deeper in my think tracks?

SPELLING

LI: To inquire into my surname and cultural meaning
SC:

Identify the etymology of my names (birth and surname or just one)
Describe its culture connection
Apply spelling inquiry process to my name



Generate connections between names and meanings

Mini lesson:

Have you ever wondered the meaning behind your name?

We’re going to inquire into your names and then even ask Mum and Dad why they picked the names they did for you!

Task:
Use this time to find the etymology, phonology and morphology of your name(s).
Answer the guiding questions;
What did you discover?
What cultural significance did your name have?
Has your name changed in meaning over time?
Why was this name picked for you?
Can you connect the patterns in your name to that of another cultural or surname?
Why do you think this is?

Reflection:

What surprised me during this learning and what cultural connections did I create?

MATHS
LI: To explore the concept of equivalence within fractions.
SC:



Identify the meaning of the word equivalence.
Describe what related fractions are.
Analyse how understanding related fractions can support your thinking about equivalence.
Reflect on your SURF goal.

Before you start your learning, think about your SURF goal. You will need to reflect on it at the end.

What does the word equivalent mean? Spent 5 minutes conducting a spelling inquiry on this word with a focus on meaning, root word and
etymology.

Watch the video and follow the instructions of the teacher.
Equivalent & Simplified Fractions

How does our understanding of related fractions help us understand equivalence between fractions?
Write the answer in your book.

The order of the following questions take you on a journey from surface to deep.
You may choose not to do all questions as they might be too challenging. However, we encourage you to give it a try.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ue1_s85G0JU


What might the missing numbers be in these equations?

Feel free to record your answer instead of writing it down.

Reflection: Thinking about your SURF goal, how did you implement it in today’s session?



INQUIRY
LI: To understand how energy is consumed in a school setting
SC:
Identify where energy is used at school
Describe how energy is consumed
Compare and contrast the amounts of energy used throughout the home
Reflect on sustainable changes I can make towards my energy consumption

Use the map below to identify where energy consumption is used at GWPS. Hint: lights, TVs, iPad chargers, computers, staffroom appliances,
printers, heaters



1. Using the school’s energy bill that your teacher uploaded to Seesaw/Edmodo, write down 3 things you find interesting or surprising.
2. Infer where the highest amount of energy is used in the school and why you think this.



3. Infer why this bill ($2871.54) is lower than the last bill ($5269.29).

Reflection:
What sustainable changes can the school make towards energy consumption?

YCDI
LI: To understand how routine is important in daily life
SC:
Identify your weekly events
List important times in your weekly schedule in an organised planner
Apply the use of organisational techniques to allow you to succeed when returning to school
Reflect on how being organised affects your learning

Daily routine and structure is important because it helps you maintain an organised lifestyle.  Routine includes eating times, bed times, waking up
times, exercise time, brain break and family time .

We will be returning to school shortly, add to your table the routine you follow on a typical day at school and start practising this at home.

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

EXERCISE & FEELINGS

FOOD

ROUTINE



Reflection:
How is your LFH routine different or the same to a school day?



THURSDAY

READING
LI: Compare and contrast book and spoken news report
SC:
Identify strategies that engage an audience in spoken reports
Describe the language used in each report.
Combine new thinking with prior knowledge
Generate FF for my informative text that engaged my audience

Learning
We are continuing with information texts. Watch the below video and read along with the Author of the book Bone by Bone: Comparing Animal
Skeletons. (The reading starts 3 minutes into the video, although feel free to watch from the start for some interesting visuals of animal skeletons!).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2bf49bHHyMg

Now we will look at the news report, “Welcome to Country”:
https://www.abc.net.au/btn/classroom/welcome-to-country/13362054

Task: Using a table compare and contrast the strategies the  authors use to engage the audience verbally and visually?

A news report often uses concise language, using short sentences rather than descriptive words and phrases.

Reflection:
Which text representation do you prefer and why?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2bf49bHHyMg
https://www.abc.net.au/btn/classroom/welcome-to-country/13362054


WRITING
LI: To brainstorm numerical data to creatively use in an informative text
SC:
Identify numerical data linked to your area of passion.
Describe how it can be used to effectively communicate.
Apply numerical facts into your creative informative text.
Create an impact on your audience through strategic representations.

Mini lesson:
Here are examples of numerical data, represented in creative ways that you can use to enhance your informative text. An app you can use is Canva!
(Free trial)
In order to do this successfully, you will need to continue researching information that is purposeful and can be shared to create an emotion in

your audience. What key information would you like to represent numerically?



Task:
Once you have decided on this key information, begin researching and creating your info graph on Canva!
Post your learning on seesaw however we will continue to work on this as it will be included in your published information report.

Reflection:

How will this creative representation help communicate my ideas clearly?

MATHS



LI: To understand the process of multiplying fractions by a whole number pictorially.
SC:
Identify real life examples of when you’d multiply fractions by a whole number.
Describe the possible misconceptions with this process.
Analyse what this would look like through a pictorial strategy.
Evaluate the pictorial strategies used.

When would we in real life multiply fractions by a whole number?
Write down some examples that come to mind.

Analyse the whole number and the fraction that you see in the image below. What can you notice about the fraction?

What could be some misconceptions that students might have related to the question above?

Once you have placed your green dot, show the process using an area and a set model. You may try this on your own first, then watch the video to
prompt your thinking.

Multiplying fractions and whole numbers: two approaches | Fractions | 5th grade | Khan Academy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HiNrFT280_Y&t=25s


Reflect on your answer to the previous question. Does your answer make sense?

Choose any of the following fractions and multiply them using a pictorial strategy by a whole number of your choice.

Reflection:
Evaluate the different pictorial strategies that can be used for this process. Which one is most effective for you? Why, why not? Which pictorial
strategy do you struggle with? Why do you think that is? Write this down in your book.

INQUIRY
Brainstorm of how kinetic energy could be implemented in a school setting
LI: To explore how kinetic energy can be used
SC:
Identify what the word kinetic means.
Describe what kinetic energy is.
Analyse ways GWPS can use kinetic energy.
Evaluate my ideas.

Each year Melbourne Girls’ College in Richmond organises a Pedal Powered Cinema. They use the kinetic energy in bicycles to charge batteries that
then power an outdoor cinema for the school community.



If we think back to the video from the previous lesson, we know that energy is not created but transformed from one type to another.

This is an example of kinetic energy being transferred into electrical energy: https://vimeo.com/97227771#t=143s
Today we are going to explore ways in which our school can be innovative and use kinetic energy to bring the cost of energy down, and reduce our
carbon footprint.

● Brainstorm ideas in your book - how can kinetic energy be used to power Glen Waverley Primary School?
● Draw a picture of what this would look like, including labels of kinetic and potential energy where possible.
● How will this help GWPS’s energy bill reduce?

Reflection:
Which is the most realistic idea out of your brainstorm and how do you know?

YCDI
LI: To explore the purpose of a brain break
SC:
Identify the purpose of a brain break
Describe the features of a brain break
Explain how brain breaks make us feel
Generate a brain break

Watch your production video brain break and follow along
5A and 5D - 5A-5D Shotgun 1st Sequence.mp4
5C and 5E - 5C-5E Jet 1st Sequence.mp4
5B - 4B-5B Feelin' Hot Hot Hot 1st Sequence.mp4

Research the purpose behind a brain break - why do we have brain breaks? What happens to our brain when we don’t have brain breaks?

https://vimeo.com/97227771#t=143s
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ENfN3Q9ClnHJWwGJBmd_P_8JrMpUG38j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZTOO0GdUI5M3brYgFIpENiyaXZmbkg4m/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EODMD9Qw_vJIXQ2VKUyf8Prn3dzagb06/view?usp=sharing


Create a 3 - 5 minute mindfulness brain break that you can bring back to school and share with your class.
Upload a video to Seesaw/Google Drive/Edmodo

Reflection:
Has your understanding of brain breaks shifted? Why or why not?


